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Introduction [Kevin Duffy] 

The Report was commissioned by the then Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation and 

the then Minister for Business and Employment on 14 January 2016. 

Detailed terms of reference (“the Terms of Reference”) were provided and we were requested 

to deliver the report by 11th March 2016, which we duly did. 

Terms of Reference  

It is important to note the context and parameters of the Terms of Reference, which in turn set 

the context and parameters of the Report. 

First, the specific focus of the Terms of Reference is on a situation where companies separate 

assets from operations by moving assets into a separate legal entity.  While the Terms of 

Reference note that there may be sound business reasons for such actions, the problem 

identified is that, if the operating entity subsequently becomes insolvent and is placed into 

liquidation, the separation of assets from operations may have adverse consequences for 

employees of the operations entity (regardless of the priority to which they are entitled under 

the Companies Act 2014).  This is the specific scenario the Report aims to address:  the 

separation of assets and operations into two separate corporate entities, with the operations 

company subsequently entering insolvent liquidation. 

Second, the opening paragraph of the Terms of Reference refers to high profile cases such as 

the liquidations of Clery’s Department Stores and Connolly Shoes, but it is expressly not based 

on the specific facts of any particular liquidation.  This is an important aspect of the Terms of 

Reference of which we were at all times mindful in preparing the Report: it is not a report based 

on the facts of any individual company or liquidation. 

Third, the Terms of Reference state that “situations of insolvency highlight the complex 

interface between company law and employment rights law.”  It was for this reason that two 

persons with distinct areas of specialisation were asked to work on the Report. 



Fourth, it was a specific stipulation of the Terms of Reference that the Report “should not just 

consider new solutions, but whether more effective use could be made of existing provisions”.  

This informed the approach taken in the Report. 

Against this background, the matters the Report was asked to address include:   

(a) whether, and if so, how, employees’ quantifiable pecuniary entitlements could be 

“ringfenced” in the event of the separation of assets from operations; 

(b) whether more effective use could be made of existing employment legislation;  

(c) how employees could negotiate better terms and conditions in circumstances where the 

employer entity is separating an asset of significant net value from the operations entity; 

(d) when any new measures to protect employees' interests may be triggered, at the time of 

the transaction or at the time of the liquidation; 

(e) whether asset transfers should be capable of being set aside. 

 

The Approach Taken in the Report  

 

In accordance with the Terms of Reference, each of the authors of the Report examined the 

existing provisions of the legislation in our respective areas of specialisation and considered 

whether the existing provisions could be used to address the type of issues that gave rise to the 

report.  We also considered whether amendments were required and, if so, made proposals for 

the general category of amendments that may be considered. 

 

In this assessment, we did not – and were not asked to - take into account considerations of 

policy or cost.  Such matters were and are beyond our remit.  We confined ourselves to 

examining the legislation in our respective areas of specialisation with a view to identifying 

whether and, if so, how amendments may address the specific issues raised in the Terms of 

Reference. 

 

Outline of the Report  

 

Part I of the Report sets out the existing provisions of employment legislation that may be most 

relevant to the issues raised in the Terms of Reference.  

 

Part II sets out the most relevant provisions of the Companies Act 2014.  

 

In Part III, certain proposals for reform are considered.  

 

In Part IV the conclusions are summarised.  

 

The proposals that are made are predominantly concerned with amendments to employment 

legislation.  

 

 

Employment Law Proposals in Relation to Redundancy  

 

As outlined above, the Terms of Reference required us to consider, inter alia, how workers 

could be facilitated in negotiating enhanced redundancy terms in circumstances in which the 

employer entity is separating an asset of significant net value from the operations entity.  



 

That question was addressed in a number of connected proposals for legislative change 

contained in the report.  They were directed towards providing a statutory mechanism by which 

compensation could be awarded for the loss of a contractual or quasi-contractual entitlement 

to enhanced redundancy terms in the type of circumstances referred to in the terms of reference.  

 

The relevant background against which our proposals were formulated can be summarised as 

follows: -  

  

A. Obligation to Consult 

 

Section 9(1) of the Protection of Employment Acts 1977- 2014 (“the Act”) provides an 

obligation on employers to consult with employees and their representatives where collective 

redundancies are in contemplation.  

 

The purpose of this consultation is set out at section 9(2) of the Act. It includes the possibility 

of avoiding some or all of the redundancies and of mitigating their consequences. That can 

include such matters as offering redeployment, retraining or financial compensation. Where an 

employer fails to respect its statutory duty to engage in the process of consultation required by 

the Act, employees are deprived of the opportunity to pursue all or any of these possibilities 

and to put forward their own proposals as to how they might be achieved. 

 

B. Prohibition on Dismissal before the Consultation Period Expires  

 

Section 14(1) of the Act provides that collective redundancies cannot take effect for a period 

of 30 days after notification of the redundancies is given.  In ordinary circumstances this 30 

day consultation period is used by employees and their representatives to negotiate and agree 

the terms on which the redundancies will take effect. In these negotiations the focus is generally 

on terms provided in a collective agreement between the parties or established by custom and 

practice within the employment concerned or in analogous employment.  

 

Where agreement is not reached, the issue in dispute can be referred to the Labour Court for 

adjudication.  

 

However, this 30-day prohibition on giving effect to collective redundancies does not apply in 

cases of insolvency. Hence, in this category of redundancies, workers can be deprived of the 

opportunity to bargain with their employer for enhanced redundancy terms that they might 

otherwise legitimately have expected.  

 

Redress for Failure to Consult 

 

The maximum redress that can be awarded to an employee for a failure to consult is capped at 

the equivalent of four weeks’ pay.  

 

Our proposals on collective redundancies, and the rationale upon which they were based, can 

be summarised as follows: -  

 

Proposal 1 suggested that the exemption from the requirement to consult in the case of 

collective redundancies caused by insolvency should be deleted. The intention of this proposal 

was to place the same obligation to consult on a liquidator as that which applies to all 



employers, thus placing all employees in the same position, whether the redundancies arise 

from insolvency or otherwise.  

 

Proposal 3 was to the effect that the redress available to an aggrieved employee for a failure 

to observe the statutory consultation period should be increased to the equivalent of two years 

pay, in line with that available for a contravention of most employment rights enactments.  

 

Proposal 6 suggested a mechanism by which it would be possible for an Adjudication Officer 

of the WRC, and the Labour Court on appeal, to take into account any prejudice suffered by 

employees in consequence of their employer’s failure to comply with the Act. That could 

include a failure to obtain enhanced redundancy payments on foot of an express or implied 

term incorporated in the employees’ contracts of  employment, whether through a pre-existing 

collective agreement or established by custom and practice.  

 

We further proposed that any amount awarded would then be recoverable under the Protection 

of Employees (Employers’ Insolvency) Act 1984 in circumstances in which it cannot be 

discharged by the employer due to insolvency. Through the mechanism suggested at Proposal 

4, the amounts paid out could be recoverable against any significant assents separated from the 

employing entity. 

 

 

Company Law Provisions – Nessa Cahill  

 

The essential company law question presented by the Terms of Reference is whether and, if 

so, how the Companies Act 2014 may be amended to address the situation of employees of an 

insolvent company which has inadequate resources to discharge their accrued entitlements, in 

circumstances where valuable assets were transferred to another entity before the liquidation. 

 

The Report considers some of the potentially relevant provisions of the Companies Act 2014, 

with particular focus on three provisions which appear to be of most direct relevance to the 

Terms of Reference: 

 

• Section 621: this is the provision which enshrines special protection of employees in 

the context of liquidations, by ensuring that certain employee debts (such as wages and 

salaries) rank as preferential debts in a liquidation.  This is complemented by section 

42 of the Redundancy Payments Acts 1967 (as amended) which provides for priority 

for statutory redundancy payments. 

• Section 608: this provides that, when a company is in liquidation, the court (on the 

application of the liquidator or a creditor or contributory of the company), can order 

that a person who appears to have the use, control or possession of a property “of any 

kind whatsoever” or the proceeds of sale of that property, must deliver that property or 

pay that sum to the liquidator. This is only possible if it can be shown to the court's 

satisfaction that the property in question was disposed of and the effect of the disposal 

was to perpetrate a fraud on the company, its creditors or its members. 

• Section 599: this allows for an order to be made that a company related to the company 

in liquidation must pay to the liquidator the amount of the whole or part of all or any of 

the debts provable in that winding up.  This may only be done on the application of the 

liquidator or any creditor or contributory of a company, and only if the court is satisfied 

that it is just and equitable to do so having regard to the matters stipulated in that 

provision. 



 

The Report concludes that, by contrast with the applicable employment legislation, the 

provisions of the Companies Act 2014 that are already available do not appear to be in need of 

amendment.  

 

However, the Report notes that many of the provisions of the Companies Act which may be of 

assistance are not frequently invoked (such as section 608) or are not invoked at all (such as 

section 599). The reason for this appears to relate to the costs and risks associated with such 

applications, rather than the formulation of the provisions themselves.  

 

In response to this difficulty, proposal 4 refers to the possibility of conferring a power on the 

Minister, as creditor of an insolvent employer (having paid the employee claims through the 

Social Insurance Fund), to delegate the taking of statutory applications to the liquidator and to 

provide funding to the liquidator for that purpose.   

 

The Report accordingly does not propose any amendments to the Companies Act 2014, but 

rather considers possible mechanisms to facilitate and extend the use of the existing provisions 

of the Companies Act in the protection of employees' interests.   

 

 

 

 


